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NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 1  

Monday, September 28, 2020 

10 am AK / 2 pm ET 

 

Monday, September 28, 2020 – Day 1  

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm ET 

A. Welcome and Introductions: Roll Call of NTAA EC Members and Staff. EC Quorum 

reached. 

 

B. Review and Approve Agenda 

i. Brief discussion about the National Association of Clean Air Agencies (NACAA) 

Guidelines for Observer Participation in NACAA’s Standing Committees. Hoping 

for a brief update about where they are with the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA), then get to the meat of formalizing the relationship with NTAA/NACAA.  

ii. Brief discussion about adding a line to the associate membership application about 

including information on who the person is. R9 Primary Reps’ recollection was to 

come up with a document about what associate members should provide. Add 

resume, biography along with application. NTAA Program Coordinator is working 

on that for an associate member application and will present to the Executive 

Committee (EC).  

 

C. Review Talking Points for each EPA office: 

i. Office of Air and Radiation (OAR): Pat Childers thinks Anne Austin, Principal 

Deputy Assistant Administrator for the OAR, will be responsive about wildfire 

impacts and that we will have one hour. One of most important meetings. 

R9 Primary Rep: Should have talked about this a long time ago. Highlights of the 

Status of Tribal Air Report (STAR) should be primary info that we share since we 

did that for Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS). She talked 

about wildfires last time we met as well.  

R10 Primary Rep: Keep wildfires at forefront as well as Indoor Air Quality (IAQ). 

Wildfires in front of minds at headquarters, and additional ways to focus on funding. 

If monitors go down, real problems. Emphasize wildfires issues. 

R1 Primary Rep: STAR is our card; go through highlights and points of it. 

 

R10 Primary Rep: Aging equipment. All particulate matter (PM) equipment went 

down, state of Idaho loaned only monitors in area, so without no idea of PM. Been 

saying for years that equipment is aging, not being given money to replace.  

R9 Primary Rep: Message is that where government has invested in Indian Country, 

look at Operations and Maintenance (O&M) and emphasize what should be invested 

in. Water: Approach as set aside in region, where aging equipment needs to be 

replaced, collectively rotate to where those monitoring sites exist for extra 
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assistance. If tribe needs additional funding for new equipment, that is practical 

reality.  

R1 Primary Rep: Death by attrition. Not funding upgrades, maintenance. Air Quality 

(AQ) has improved from less travel (other than wildfires). Walking through 

rainstorm with umbrella, not getting wet, so throw away umbrella. AQ 

improvements not due to policy improvements, but due to COVID. Unmet needs. 

R1 Alternate Rep: Throw in upgrading to new technology. Need Sequel server to 

backlog minute data, but no funding to do so. Technology being improved, how info 

is stored is vital. New data files need to be submitted. Not same as old ways. Being 

pushed to upgrade, new tech. Monitoring shelters also age and need replacement. 

R9 Primary Rep: Emphasize sustaining original federal investment. Must invest in 

all aspects to keep it going. 

NTAA Project Director: R9 Primary Rep to intro, then ask for stories and examples 

from EC, approximately 2-3 minutes each for R10, R1, and R1 Alternate Reps 

speaking.  

R9 Primary Rep: Is there a pared down version of the STAR recommendations? 

NTAA Project Director: yes, can do 2 slides with 3 recommendations each. 

R9 Primary Rep: Include budget numbers as well. 

NTAA Primary Rep: One slide dedicated to budget. Will put it together and send to 

EC today to finalize. 

  

R1 Primary Rep: COVID as aerosolized or not. If the Center for Disease Control 

(CDC) representatives say it lingers in indoor environments, will be game changer 

for Indoor Environments (IEs). Do we want to bring this up at all? 

R9 Primary Rep: Nationally that is beaten up to death. Do not want to spend time on 

it. CDC moves goal post every 3 weeks. 

R1 Primary Rep: Consideration about impacts of COVID on data reporting, some 

data reporting falling below 75% which means it will not be accepted, due to being 

unable to attend to sites. Need flexibility here.  

R5 Primary Rep: Agrees with R1 Primary rep; may not be aware that is happening. 

Make brief statement about data reporting.  

Marvin: Believes they are being flexible; being asked for biweekly calibrations on 

ozone, but not being dinged for missing reports. At least in R1. 

Wil: memorandum stated to be flexible for COVID. Remind EPA of this. 

ii. OAQPS: Sara Terry will be running through action items with Anna Wood, 

Outreach and Information Division Director. Discuss said action items as well as 

next steps. 
 

iii. Office of Radiation and Indoor Air (ORIA): Four points: 1) ORIA deliverables with 

Tribes? More about how working with Tribes, and how to help build. 2)  

iv. Tribal Air Monitoring Support (TAMS) new hire. 3) how to better partner to 

advance in Indian Country. Get more focused/distilled in their work and, 4) Radon 

grants. 
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v. Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ): Discussion on Diesel Emissions 

Reduction Act (DERA). Looking for how EPA is announcing policy change of 

eliminating match requirement on DERA for Tribes. 

 

Daimler/Chrysler: Advocate for Tribes in consent decree and R9 Primary Rep is 

going to bring that up during the meeting. 

 

Pat Childers: Sara has plethora of rules she is going over. In talking points: how 

great Volkswagen/DERA have been; she will ask what our interest and focus is.  

 

vi. Office of Atmospheric Programs (OAP): Erica will do a presentation and provide 

updates on Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET). 

 

Pat Childers: greenhouse generating system in presentation. Erica presented at the 

National Tribal Indigenous Climate Conference (NTICC) as well. Ask Chris 

Grundler what his focus is, and how Tribes would fit in. His presentation will be 

different than Sara’s.  

 

Maintenance of CASTNET system and lack of funding for Climate Change are main 

items 

 

vii.  Office of Environmental Justice (OEJ): Planning series of webinars and they are 

seeking feedback. 
 

viii. Day 4: Review and approve associate application(s), comment letters, additional 

tasks in work plan, mockup of NTAA mobile app, action items, conference call with 

member tribes. Final time for tribal caucus: after member call. 
 

D.  Call with American Lung Association (45 min) 

i. Updates from Laura Kate Bender and Liz Mueller 
 

Introductions of NTAA EC members and staff 

 

NTAA Project Director: Any advice you think is critical to air quality in Indian 

Country.  

 

Laura Bender: Liz Mueller has also put some notes together, State of the Air report 

shows the latest example of air quality trends. Seeing impacts of wildfires in the 

west, warmer temps making ozone pollution worse. 50% of the country lives in 

failing air quality grades. Climate change is beginning to undo the work for 

mitigating pollution. Air is much cleaner from when the Clean Air Act (CAA) was 

initiated, celebrating anniversary. Air Quality Focus Symposium “Clean Air for 

Now” is scheduled for Sept. 29th.  

 

Liz Mueller: Very busy summer for environmental regulations that have implications 

for clean air and public health. Guidance issued in March easing some enforcement 
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for certain regulations, that guidance may be lifted by the end of this month. The 

American Lung Association has been involved in all final rules released by EPA. 

Between March and now: Strength in Transparency Rule, Mercury Toxics, Cleaner 

Wood Smoke, PM and Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), 

Cost Benefit Analysis, etc. A few they want to focus on specifically, the methane 

proposal. Legal challenges on both policy and technical sides. EPA has said this rule 

would release hundreds of thousands more tons of methane in the air, contributing to 

climate change and more ozone pollution. Undoubtedly will have some public health 

concerns. The rule would hurt thousands of Natives in the four corners area. Final 

rule issued in August. Mercury and Air Toxic Standards involved with the Office of 

Management and Budget (OMB). A rule that also sees legal challenges. The 

standards are being complied with and effective in reducing harmful pollutants. This 

undermines ability to regulate emissions from mercury and air toxics. Another rule 

they were heavily involved in. Changes to cost benefits analysis in rulemaking. Goes 

in line with other proposals from EPA. The fear is that it would only deal with direct 

pollutants. Final rules not issued yet.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: Did NTAA share this?  

 

Liz Mueller: It is a vague rule, and we are waiting on an analysis. Hoping groups 

with larger capacity can do an in-depth analysis. Will share the rule on their website.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: We work together a little bit better and can work off each other. 

We were waiting for more guidance and definition and it did not come.  

 

Liz Mueller: Sure, there will be many opportunities. PM NAAQS Proposed Rule: 

great public hearing between health partners and environmental groups and had to 

add a day and half of extra hearing days because there was so much engagement. 

Had several staff testifying and submitted comments. They are currently working on 

ozone comments to submit.  

 

Laura: Bender Happy to circulate in draft form with NTAA to see if there is 

anything missing. Welcome everyone's feedback.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: If we can share those drafts back and forth and keep them in house, 

there is a real a benefit.  

 

Laura Bender: Will share with NTAA Project Director a draft to circulate. 

  

NTAA Project Director: R5 Alternate Rep led the charge for our comment for Ozone 

NAAQS. There is a template letter for Tribes on the website.  

 

Laura Bender: You can schedule OMB and Office of International and Tribal Affairs 

(OITA) meetings on rules as they are pending review. She can send a link to 

schedule with them.  
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NTAA Project Director: Oftentimes EPA will hold Tribal consultations, but not as of 

late. Importance of formal consultation with Tribes that EPA can engage in.  

 

Liz Mueller: Looking forward and taking priorities for clean air. Look at what may 

happen with a new administration. Something they are strategizing on. No matter 

what happens they are focusing on environmental regulations.  

 

R1 Primary Rep: Pray for a good change.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Can you talk about updates on ALA work on radon? 

 

Laura Bender: No, they are not. Katherine Prewitt, she is not working on advocacy 

and working on Janice’s work on radon. Pull her in to work with NTAA. Will have 

an update shortly. ALA responding to COVID, we have a big picture organization 

goal not just to address the current problems but see it as an opportunity that focuses 

on transitioning to renewable energy, health, etc. In their advocacy work, focusing 

on addressing people's needs and health concerns. How do we build towards a future 

to handle a changing climate? Not leaving behind vulnerable populations.  

 

NTAA Project Director: No idea what we should be prioritizing to Congress. 

Schedule something after the new year with American Lung Association.  

 

Liz Mueller: Would love to talk in January.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Had some conversations with ALA in Montana and their 

film. Would help to do a more regional film. Something to think about moving 

forward on how to link folks up regionally.  

 

Laura Bender: Can do an advocacy search to link up folks.  

 

R1 Primary Rep: Keep your chins up  

 

No further comments from EC members. 

 

E. Call with National Association of Clean Air Agencies (45 min) 

i. Updates from Miles Keogh  

Quick intro 

 

Miles Keogh: I always learns so much from interactions with NTAA. Values 

partnerships and friendship with everyone at NTAA. Has been in the ED of NACAA 

since 2017. They had to do a lot of research on new COVID inspections, etc. 

Learning a lot about how to use a system visualization and purple air monitors. 

Moved the training committee to needs like that, called “Coffee Talks'' and did a 

training on how to re-open offices. They are doing another webinar on “everybody’s 

broke”. How to retain your best talents so what other tricks do you have for folks to 

retain their funds. Been busy on the media stuff making sure the clean air stories are 
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being told along with their variations. One thing they do very well and can help the 

NTAA friendship opportunities. Have been busy with EPA’s work on air policy. 

NACAA loves to comment on things. NACAA has also filed commented on the 

Cost Benefit Rule, Aircraft Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Rule, etc. 

 

R1 Primary Rep: How responsive is EPA to NACAA’s comment letters? 

 

Miles Keogh: Depends on who gets the letter. There have been some back and forth 

with the Wood Smoke letters. Outcomes are racially unequal and look at something 

that systemic that is causing these unequal outcomes. Other two things they have 

going is comments on Ozone NAAQS and they are having some ideas on how to 

modify what the proposal would look like. Solid Waste Incinerator Rule: they have 

differing views which will make it hard to comment on. Hard to come to a mutual 

agreement on that. They have an upcoming meeting that may be of interest to 

NTAA. The focus is on racial equity and environmental justice issues. They have 

agencies across the country that are trying to address the legal obligations but also 

the moral obligations to deal with racial equity. October 19th will have a meeting 

with their Board to vote on how to handle these issues and modify their mission and 

objectives. Considering a new taxonomy of participation with NACAA. People 

leaving or refusing to pay dues or acting contrary to the wellbeing of the 

organization. Explore other ways of participation like being observers to give 

opportunity to view the work. Other interactions with Tribal communities that are 

very successful but has yet to have a structure to sanction that. Next step has been 

kind of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with NACAA and NTAA. That 

uses observer status to get benefits without “being a part of the family”. Gives 

NACAA an instrument of comfort. MOU would delineate further talk of 

participation. Good next step would be to find out ways to work together and benefit 

from each other. Three things he has been considering as part of the MOU. He has 

been discussing with the NTAA Project Director. 
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Regional TAC’s 
   Paula Higbee R7  Bonnie Braganza  

Michelle Becker R5   Kristine Johnson R4  Erin McTigue R10 

Janice Bolden R3   Madeline Isenberg R1  Stuart Perry R4 

Eugene Benoit R1   Gavin Lau  R2  Lucita Valiere 

 

OTAQ  

Kathryn Harper R9   Kayla Krauss R10  Aunjanee Gautreaux R6  

 

 

NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 2 

Tuesday, September 29, 2020 

10 am AK / 2 pm ET 

A. Call with Anne Austin, Principal Deputy Assistant Administrator OAR  
i. Introduction 

 

ii. Review of NTAA Status of Tribal Air Report (STAR) Recommendations: Overview 

of five recommendations from STAR: 1) uphold Tribal sovereignty, 1984 Indian 

Policy; 2) greater support for Alaska; 3) AQ Needs Assessment; 4) facilitate 

partnerships and, 5) wildfire threats. 
 

iii. Budget Recommendations:  

 

R1 Primary Rep: need for allowance and forgiveness for impact of COVID and being 

unable to do sampling and reporting; memorandum that ended August 31st, but not all 

Tribes are open yet. Attempting to do grant fulfillment of data reporting, but some are 

falling below the 75-percentile on data reporting. Reporting for IMPROVE, some in 

danger of losing funding. Needs to have support for all who collect and report data, 

and delays. 

 

R1 Alternate Rep: monitoring equipment is an obvious need, and often very old. 

Monitoring shelters deteriorate despite weatherization. Also need for technology: new 

things are often very complex, need engineers to set up; costs of getting equipment, 

then put technology into the next work plan. 

 

iv. Remarks by Anne Austin: Grateful for virtual meeting opportunities. Recognizes 

confluences of circumstances due to COVID, wildfires, and more. Much of the staff 

continues to work remotely but continues to do work. Some work slowed due to 

COVID but committed to work on consultation. Regional offices are opening as well 

as headquarters but with a phased approach based on local data and health info. If 

there are questions about where regional offices are opening, reach out. 
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STAR has very important messages; appreciates the work and hearing about priorities 

and accomplishments. Understand the importance of Tribal sovereignty and make 

sure staff knows about consultation. Wants tailormade approaches for Tribes.  

 

Partnership and communication: NTAA/EPA relationship is vital and so is 

communication to make progress on goals. 

 

Fall is busy for the Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA) program: team is 

processing awards. Most competition in Tribal DERA to date. Thank you for the 

letter in January regarding suggestions on DERA program. Proposed changes to 

matching requirement: 2021 eliminate matching requirement.  

 

Concern over OAR losing key staff with institutional knowledge. Important positions 

to fill. Office of Radiation and Indoor Air (ORIA) hired a new coordinator for Farshid 

Farsi’s position. Confidence will carry forward knowledge in replacements. Initiative 

to train all OAR and regional staff on Tribal needs. 

 

OAR funding hopeful/optimistic until early December. Unclear when appropriations 

will be passed.  

 

Air trends: release year of data last May. 1970-2019: 6 key pollutants dropped by 77 

percent which are successful results under the Clean Air Act. The year 2019 is among 

the lowest ever recorded.  

 

 Power plant pollution is first half of 2020 saw significant declines in NOX, 

CO2, SO2, and mercury. Some may be related to COVID, but also changes 

to fossil fuel fired generation. Looking to Quality Assurance vs. Quality 

Control (QAQC). 

 

 NAAQS is in process of review. Particulate Matter proposed rule to retain 

standards, Ozone as well. Goal remains to have reviews completed by the 

end of year. Appreciates NTAA comments and PRKs proactive nature. 

Fond Du Lac, Ute Mountain Ute, Prairie Band Potawatomi also responded 

individually. Appreciate when individual Tribes submit comments. 

 

 Redesignation in State Implementation Plans (SIPs): hand in hand with 

review of NAAQS. Trying to reduce the number of non-attainments. This 

is a big priority. Fundamental metric in whether successful in approving 

air quality nationwide. We are addressing backlog of SIPs.  

 

 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)and EPA final 

Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) and CO2 standards released: 

including stringency by 1.5% each year through 2026; expecting 

emissions redux without requiring use of credits. Under this rule, new 

vehicles will continue to be required to meet Clean Air Act (CAA) strict 

pollution standards.  
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 Natural Gas industry: in 2012 and 2016, NSPS for oil and gas, remove 

storage segment from segment of industry because emissions already 

captured under VOC controls. 

 

 Alaska: August 2005 performance standards for Other Solid Waste 

Incinerators (OSWI) - proposing to amendment small OSWI standards; 

address issues from voluntary OSWI rule. Based on type of waste being 

combusted, and changes for small units. Significant engagement with AK 

Tribes: Webinar, two info meetings, overviews on three NTAA calls, 

consultation letters, two government-to-government consultations, and 

two events in AK. 

 

 NSR: Withdrawal of once in always in; proposed major Maximum 

Achievable Control Technology (MACT) to source rule, regulatory text.  

 

 NSPS residential wood heaters: 2015 rules finalized; no step 1 due to lack 

of data; therefore, no additional time to sell the devices. Soon after, 

COVID/economic crisis, resulting in losses in retail sales. In May: 

replacement sales period until November 2020 to provide additional time 

to sell. In the process of reviewing comments, continue to have internal 

discussions on next steps.  

 

 Benefit/cost rule: reviewing public comments, developing final rule 

 

 OTAQ/Mobile Sources issues: NTAA can continue to lead on 

engagement.  

 

 

R1 Alternate Rep: How is EPA’s overall strategy in keeping AirNow and Air Quality 

Standards (AQS) going? Good news for attainment, but asthma and respiratory 

illnesses continue and would like info. 

 

Anne Austin: Thank you, important question. AirNow network and outward facing 

tool is vital, especially for wildfires, COVID, and general knowledge on Air Quality 

(AQ). 

 

Anna Wood: In process of re-envisioning AirNow; complete refresh of website to 

cloud. Held up well during the west coast wildfires. Two mobile applications for 

phones; will add fire map and more data after this fire season and working on 

improving the app. Launched pilot fire sensor map: federal regulatory monitors and 

purple air monitors together on map for more data for communities; looking at how to 

improve, get better at resources for AQ info. John White presented on the pilot on 

policy call.  

 

R1 Primary Rep: Great step for EPA to use science to help. 
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v. Discussion of wildfire impacts on Tribal AQ 

 

R10 Primary Rep: Lack of funds for technology evident in her not having a computer 

with camera to help with virtual meetings. 

 

Wildfire impacts: Located in Bonners Ferry, south of Canada, in Idaho. Smoke has 

been carried to the east coast, effects not just west coast. Even smoke from Russia can 

impact the U.S. To keep monitoring AQ for not only Tribal citizens but smaller 

surrounding communities. Counties look at monitors for AQ and data to protect 

health and daily life. This is not just unique to Tribal communities, but to protect the 

surrounding as well. And as equipment ages, that gets tougher and tougher. We have 

an old, relatively simple monitor that observers PM2.5, but there is nothing but issues 

to get that working and running because we found out sensors were bad. The only 

reason it had been replaced was because of COVID funds, which is money that would 

have been used for other things. Working relationship with Idaho Department of 

Environmental Quality (DEQ); old monitors donated. If not for that relationship, no 

monitors/data collection during this fire season. One of many in this same boat of 

aging equipment is grants being cut. Somehow this must be heard at the White House 

level to get more appropriations to get monitors back up and Tribes, states, cities all 

need that. Improve science, Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QAQC) valid data 

being uploaded into AQS. It would be the end of the air program if the monitor dies 

and there is no replacement.  

 

R1 Primary Rep: The current administration is asking to cut funding for EPA by 26% 

next year; EPA needs more funds. Tell Senators. 

 

R5 Primary Rep: In comment letters set forth with opinions, such as residential wood 

heaters. It had five years to get ready, but there was a two-month set back which 

should not have been set back. Worked hard to find places for heaters; having that 

stalled was disheartening. Appreciate recognition of comments by Tribes. 

 

R9 Primary Rep: Working with CARB on Daimler/Chrysler to develop Tribal set 

aside. Rural parts of California have a lack of monitoring. Volunteers from Wildfire 

Air Quality Response (WAQR) for AQ monitoring to provide support; lack of newer 

equipment means relying on other entities without federal support. 

 

B. Call with Anna Wood, OAQPS (45 minutes) 

i. Follow up on action items from meeting with Director Tsiritgotis 

Acting group leader positions rotation. Sara Terry’s work is ending this week, Holly 

Wilson begins next week. Working with Laura McKelvey on knowledge transfer and 

management to continue relationships with Tribes. 
 

Trying to figure out ways they can connect with Tribal communities, maintain 

commitment to continue monthly EPA/NTAA calls, and strengthen to build a 

foundation for more interconnected relationships. Peter Tsirigotis wants to have 
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conversations with Tribal leaders on a regular basis, to discuss whatever is on Tribes’ 

minds. Had my first meeting a month ago. There are needs for monitoring, connecting 

opportunities and needs, which is most important? Try to get earlier info on 

regulatory actions that impact Tribes, earlier in process. Planning to schedule another 

in the Springtime.  

 

On the LEAN exercise last time we met. The goal was to, 1) make sure on a 

consistent basis to engage with OAQPS to know where more robust EJ community, 

Tribes, and small business needs are. There will be points of contacts in every region, 

meeting every month to triage across OAQPS on the regulatory front to flag in the 

process to figure out the most useful type of outreach and engagement. Tribal 

database with important info for Tribal communities. We are in the low 60 percent for 

early engagement on regulatory actions with implications for Tribes, now more than 

90 percent.  

 

R9 Primary Rep: Where does EPA want to regulate on Other Solid Waste 

Incineration (OSWI), regarding burn barrels, etc.? 

 

Sara Terry: Engaging with Tribes on what they are using. Rule as proposed exempts 

those facilities. Important that if that exemption is something people want to see in 

the final rule, EPA needs comments accordingly. Give opportunity for early 

engagement, plus list of things that may want to give tribes early heads up on. Expect 

a more consistent systematic way moving forward. Connecting more frequently, more 

informally, talking about interests, what is important, what can EPA help with (info, 

resources), looking for NTAA’s ideas to bring to those meetings. Monitoring is front 

and center, early engagement which would be a great forum for other topics as well.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: Talk with OAQPS engineers, permits about when Tribes are not 

affected. Will say rule does not affect Tribes, which shows lack of understanding of 

Tribes. Work towards listing the prospective of upcoming rules/guidance that we can 

comment on. Do not assume it does not affect Tribes. 

 

R9 Primary Rep: Region 9 is trying to coordinate with counterparts in the region, lack 

of info associated with Tribal Consultation Opportunities Tracking System (TCOTS) 

announcements from EPA Headquarters. Recent TCOTS for safety act in Oklahoma. 

Announcement in email is one sentence citing guidance or info to invite to go to 

TCOTS portal. Announcements do not provide information. Other regions may have 

high interest and national implications like the McGirt decision. Unless the Tribe 

goes in to look at the actual document, significant potential for Indian Country as a 

whole, but no info in announcements. Wants info on what they would see if they go 

into announcements, otherwise overlook it.  

 

Pat Childers: Book a consultation appointment and Toni Colon does a wonderful job 

for OAR. We are working with OITA to improve. Lack of TCOTS and other offices 

in having communication before it gets to TCOTS. Most info on rules OAR speaks 

through policy calls. Try to make air rules easy to understand but can be confusing for 
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everyone. Air does a better job than most but can still do a better job. Karen Goud 

taking over communications at OITA, brings knowledge and enthusiasm.  

 

R9 Primary Rep: There are gas dispensing station issues. Tribes in California for 

example waiver for all states and Tribes; if not directly brought forward to Tribes in 

CA in advance when ruling come out of Region 9. Tribes would have been more 

aware, otherwise no idea what the actual roll out for gas dispensing facilities in CA. 

There is a need for a better mechanism for communication for the rollout on TCOTS. 

 

Pat Childers: NTAA as main conduit for getting messages out. Improve TCOTS tool 

as agency. Transition documents are being created. 

 

i. Anna Wood, Training needs for Tribes: 

There is grant money that could be used for training for specific needs; reinventing 

learning management system, Air Pollution Training Institute (APTI). COVID 

putting exclamation points on that need while working remotely. What are specifics 

in terms of training? 

 

R1 Primary Rep: There is potential to do video trainings. For example, “how to 

change a brake on a vehicle” - look to YouTube.  

 

Anna Wood: Can come to the future meeting to share more. About 3-4 main areas 

working on outreach and info: AirNow, engagement and outreach more effective, 

rebuilding from scratch the training program which has fallen alongside. Revamped 

curriculum: eight areas tied to core learning objectives and needs. Three-year list of 

courses that will be revamping, with a rough schedule. Outreach to multi-

jurisdictional and Tribal organizations for input. Analysis of old stuff; procured new 

system and will be migrating APTI onto new management system. Will be one stop 

shop for all training. Make it so it can change with time, be responsive and flexible. 

Statutory obligation to do it, in it for the long haul. What are gaps and needs for 

training? 

 

R5 Primary Rep: We are not aware of what you have for trainings. The next meeting 

with Peter Tsirigotis should have preliminary info on what the courses are, what is 

being revamped? Then can respond to that. No basis to answer right now. 

 

Anna Wood: Adam Bombargats has been reaching out through Tribes, but not sure 

who he has been talking to. There is a disconnect. 

 

Pat Childers: He has talked with Tribal Air Monitoring Support (TAMS) Committee. 

They have the AIAQTP grant making linkages. Pull both groups together along with 

the Institute for Tribal Environmental Professionals (ITEP) staff. 

 

Sara Terry: Three-year training plan ready to share. Will be able to weigh in on that. 
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R9 Primary Rep: Important for outreach and for feedback, but when communicating 

with programs that already exist, that will be different than with Tribes who are not 

being directly interacted with if not in ITEP courses. Coordinate with Regional Tribal 

Operations Committee’s (RTOC) for other Tribes.  

 

Anna Wood: So, we should think about how what we develop works on more nascent 

programs and intermediate/mature programs. 

 

NTAA Project Director: Sara gets a three-year list out, then follow up with a meeting 

next month for more in-depth discussion. Mentioned next meeting with Peter in 

March. And regarding providing info earlier - would like to ask Anne Austin about 

wood heater rule, internal discussions, and public input; helps Tribes to engage more 

to be part of the process. We put a lot of work into the donation program, working 

with manufacturers for the 3rd option of step 1 stoves that was win-win, but that 

process didn’t happen, or we are waiting to see what happens. Good example of a 

process where Tribes want to engage more.  

 

C. Call with Regional Tribal Air Coordinator’s (TAC) 

i. Updates from each EPA Regional TAC (5 min each region) 

 

R1: Finished Tribal air grants for Northeast. There are 10 federally recognized Tribes, 

and 6 are funded for air. Many have applied for Treatment as a State (TAS); trying to 

get all to apply, especially those who have had air grants for a long time and are 

essentially operating as 105. Part of Tribal Environmental Plans (ETEP) agreements 

with EPA, so hoping for more applications (2-3 more need to apply). Have a new 

person in the air branch - Madeline Isenberg, working on IAQ and Tribal Air.  

 

R2: No staffing changes; finished most of funding work for fiscal year. There were 

some hiccups from the COVID period putting paperwork issues on table. No new 

TAS. Projects: funds in house to do more wood smoke and wood stove work, delayed 

in getting contracts together.  

 

R3: Posted grant Request for Proposal (RFP) for 7 tribes, but none submitted. Next 

year offer workshops, hands-on info for State and Tribal Assistance (STAG). And 7 

Tribes submitted General Assistance Program (GAP) grants. Created air division: 

Tribal circle of experts, coming together every quarter to share info. Extensive Tribal 

overview in EPA history from Pat Childers. Preparing for formal consultation with 

Chickahominy on Virginia’s attainment plan. RTOC chartered; Tribe will be 

participating after November. 

 

R4: Reorganizing and took on Tribal coordination. Kristine Johnson, also in the 

group, took on 4 Tribal air grants and processed 4 of 6 air grants so far and 3 out of 4 

were awarded. Poarch Band meeting on annual basis. Had an offer for consultation 

dealing with SO2 for 4th round: eastern band of Cherokee is near a non-attainment 

area, formal offer of consultation but they were comfortable with the designation 

process and interested in updates such as the ongoing monthly calls with Catawba. 
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That land is adjacent to historically non-attainment areas. Active Tribes are building 

capacity. 

 

R5: Will send listings of all the regions with 103 and 105 numbers. Fifteen tribes 

received dedicated 103 and 105 grants; 8 tribes with 105, all have TAS for non-

regulatory (reduced match) and additional 7 received 103 project grants. Went from 2 

to 4 tribes receiving Strategic Interdisciplinary Research Grant (SIRG). Past 5 years 

partnering with non-profit organizations to do woodstove change outs in two states, 

next year extending to Michigan Tribes. Four new project officers. NTAA webinars 

have all been sent to new staff, wonderful resources.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: SIRG funding great to include by 50 percent, also rolled into 

Program Projects Grants (PPG) to reduce match. 

 

R6: Finished funding new awards, no cost extensions, etc. There were 15 proposals, 

and funded 11 full awards with new money, and 3 no cost extensions, 1 had decided 

not to apply for own purposes. Managing 17 grants all together: 13 are 103, 2 are 105, 

and 2 for PPG. There was a $540,000 excess. No new TAS applications. Some were 

looking into it. 8 approved for TAS (non-reg).  

 

R7: There are 7 of 9 Tribes have grants. Finished recommendations, all 7 funded and 

2 have TAS. There have been no new applications in quite some time. One grant is 

105, and 6 are 103. No staffing changes.  

 

R8: No one online 

 

R9: Awarded 30 grants, more applicants than were able to fund, and majority not 

fully funded; one new applicant funded. They lost Lauren McKelvey as a staff 

member, Kathryn is the newest staff member in last year and there will be someone 

new starting in one week. TAS: 12 with TAS, working to get 2 more (Morongo and 

La Posta). Air division working with Tribes to improve consultation practices and 

policy, giving draft of best practices at next RTOC, regional EPA staff getting trained 

on working effectively with Tribal governments. Considering comments from 

listening sessions, making changes. Continuing fires affect everyone’s AQ in area.  

 

R10: There were 21 grants given to 19 tribes, all fully funded. Forward funding for 

almost all. Two new grantees: Puyallup Tribe and Burns Paiute Tribe. There are 2 

SIRG grantees: Spokane and Nez Perce. TAS: application from Kalispell is in 

progress. Consultations: moving forward on proposed rule changes for federal air 

rules for FARR, 3rd round of consultation, webinar for affected Tribes and proposed 

rule changes. Staff changes: Erin McTigue acting for Sandra in team lead role, Kayla 

and others picking up pieces of work but will start in mid-October and bring in team 

lead detail. New air monitoring staffer is Sara Waldo. Bill Todd is retiring, so they are 

training, Althea Godfrey.  

 

Pat Childers: TAC project officers are the direct link with same goals as Tribes. 
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ii. Feedback from Tribes 

R1 Alternate Rep: On EELC, there is a need for a Tribal rep from Region 3, and 

NTAA is also in need of Tribal representation. How soon will we see Tribal reps 

from R3?  

R3 Regional TAC’s, Janice Bolden: The region is new to this process. We now have 

an RTOC and encouraging Tribes to gain representation in national groups. Next 

year, in November they are having its 1st meeting and maybe a national stage 

member could join to encourage others.  

R1 Alternate Rep: Helped Pamunkey set up an air monitoring station.  

Pat Childers: Lined up a full presentation day with EPA that fell through due to 

COVID. Region 3 is working hard to raise air issues.    

R5 Primary Rep: Has a SIRG funding question. Seen an increase in funding, but only 

6 Tribes across the nation received it. Wondering how to communicate with Tribes 

about SIRG funding opportunities? 

R1 Regional TAC’s, Eugene Benoit: Provide radon funding set aside for each year 

which is an easy selection process: announce funding, let Tribes work out who needs 

it, or rotate among Tribes with air programs. It is $10,000 per year and is a good use 

of SIRG funding. 

R2 Regional TAC’s, Gavin Lau: Next PPG they are looking to integrate SIRG funds. 

Not a lot of competition in the region. Have funds, just need mechanisms. 

R3 Regional TAC’s, Janice Bolden: The region is so new, we are just getting Tribes 

to get STAG funding. Then will do small steps and include radon. 

R5 Primary Rep: Please add SIRG to email from Michelle. 

R9 Primary Rep to R3 Regional TAC’s: NTAA accept invites for presentations. 

Some adepts at GAP implementation. 

R3 Regionals TAC’s: Ask for an intro at first RTOC.  

Pat Childers: The numbers for grants by region are provided in the STAR. Can get 

SIRG numbers but the key question is about how many apply and do not get; but 

many do not apply because they know it is not available. Some have stopped asking 

but the need is still there. 

R9 Primary Rep: It has been way too long (decades) to hear the same thing be careful 

what you ask for. Tribal caucus baseline needs assessment of drinking water, 

wastewater facilities. Tribal side, no matter what is documented. Cannot continually 
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keep talking about unmet needs if not determining where those needs are, look at 

other policy recommendations. It is not working. When asked nicely, still getting less 

funding. Cautious manner still gets less funding.  

R1 Regional TAC’s, Eugene Benoit: Map of regional office. Some regions list states, 

some list states plus number of recognized Tribes, all should mention Tribes in each 

region.  

R9 Primary Rep: Brought that up before meeting at RTP. Many EPA staffers work in 

non-regional offices and not directly with Tribes. Proposed to name rooms after 

Tribes to get staff people cognizant of EPA and relationship with Tribes.  

End of call. No further comments or discussion. 
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David Rowson 
ORIA X  

  

Danny Gogal 
OEJ X  

  

Matt Tejada 
OEJ X  

  

 

 

NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 3  

Wednesday, September 30, 2020 

10 am AK / 2 pm ET 

 

Wednesday, September 30, 2020 – Day 1  

1:00 pm – 1:45 pm ET 

F. Welcome and Introductions: Roll Call of NTAA EC Members and Staff. EC Quorum 

reached. 

EPA Staff on the call: Sara Dunham, Karl Simon, Jessica Mroz, Lucita Valiere, William 

(Bill) Charmley, Pat Childers, David Rowson, Nate McMichael, Andrea Cherepy 

 

G. Call with OTAQ’s Sarah Dunham, Jessica Mroz and Lucita Valiere 

i. Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ)/Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA):  

Work has continued differently since COVID. New tools have provided benefits and 

testing activities paused. But started reopening lab operations which will benefit in 

the long term. We will continue strong interest in making resources available to us. 

Last May the compliance department gave a presentation to the Mobile Sources 

Work Group (MSWG). They are looking for other topics of interest. 

 

ii. Update on Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA): 

Fall is a busy time for the DERA program. Awarding this year’s 

Tribal/National/State awards. Most participation in DERA Tribal competition to 

date; good sign. Eleven applicants requesting over 5 million dollars. Will announce 

DERA in the next couple of months. Tomorrow EPA is opening school bus rebates 

that includes 10 million dollars for newer/cleaner buses.  

 

NTAA letter to Anne (Idsal) Austin regarding DERA program suggestions was 

thoughtful and appreciated. Follow up conversations on proposed changes, and 

planning to make. 

 Eliminate matching requirements for Tribes. Still sorting through decision 

making processes, but that is the intention for the coming cycle.  

 Anticipate 2021 Tribal RFA to open in March 2021. 
 

iii. Update on other OTAQ Proposed Rules: 
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EPA/Department of Justice (DOJ)/California Air and Resource Board (CARB): 

Daimler will implement a recall, civil penalty, and mitigation program to replace 15 

old locomotives. But no fund like VW Settlement. 

 

Draft technical document for port authorities, inventory emissions. EPA provides 

tech assistance on inventories.  

 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) Updates: The Corporate 

Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) is finalized.  

 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) for Airplanes Rule: briefed the MSWG; it aligns with 

international standards. 

 

Cleaner Trucks Initiative: Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) on 

early thinking for new NOx emissions heavy duty sector. There were some good 

comments; and reviewing the rule and ongoing technical work. Hoped to get out a 

proposal early fall, but that has been delayed; still a huge priority for the office to 

support a sound proposal. Aiming for early 2021 for Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

(NPRM).  

 

Domestic Regulations for Emissions from Marine Compression-ignition (Diesel) 

Engines final action. EPA has adopted exhaust emission standards for marine diesel 

engines installed in a variety of marine vessels ranging in size and application from 

small recreational vessels to tugboats and large ocean-going vessels. 

 

Relook at labeling requirements of gasoline 15% ethanol (E15). A key aspect of the 

2011 rule required labeling in a specific manner to alert customers of prohibitions on 

using E15 in certain engines. Anticipate a proposal soon.  

 

Anti-Backsliding study: Requirement of Clean Air Act (CAA) to determine if 

renewable fuels adversely impact Air Quality (AQ). Proposed no additional 

mitigation measures necessary. Planning for final early next year.  

 

Moving forward with updating the main emissions model for the transportation 

sector, Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES). Major update released in 

coming months. Estimates emissions both national, regional, county, community 

level. Used for major rulemakings and state/local areas when developing policy.  

 

Annual automotive trends report on horizon. 

 

Smart way program excellence awards early November. 

 

H. Open Discussion 

i. R5 Alternate Rep: How do COVID shutdowns impact AQ? Please keep us in mind 

when results are ready. 
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Sarah Dunham: Changes in roll of transportation in economy; folks are looking at 

impacts. Will keep NTAA in loop. 

 

NTAA Project Director: 1) how to let Tribes know about DERA changes? Assuming 

it is a draft and 2) what is the shift in thinking that allowed EPA to listen to our 

requests? 

 

Sarah Dunham: Will reach out to NTAA once finalized and have more details on the 

rollout. Request for Application (RFA) will reflect changes (spring of next year) for 

official communication. Will do more engagement on it too. Known that it is an 

interest for Tribes for years, heard before and helpfully articulated this year. Want 

more Tribes to have access to funds. Good idea whose time had come. 

 

Lucita Valiere: Found additional support for mechanism to put it in place; thinking 

about stakeholder letters and to make them more accessible and easier to understand. 

It is a challenging year in funding mechanisms. Timing of it all is checking the legal 

boxes. 

 

R5 Primary Rep: Match was self-imposed, not congressional. 

 

Lucita Valiere: Statute gives flexibility but had conflicting input over years; tried to 

be consistent. Funding levels can change dramatically year to year. Positive 

feedback on the Hill for DERA, helps for making the changes.  

 

R9 Primary Rep: Two questions: 1) Imagine when studying emissions from 

vehicles/trucks in the last few months, tracking mileage: are you comparing 

emissions/air impacts from diminished miles? 2) Of the 11 Tribes in DERA this 

year, do you have info on Tribes that may have initiated processes under 

Volkswagen (VW) as well? 

 

Lucita Valiere: A few applications did contain VW.  

 

Sarah Dunham: The first question needs to be important to look at any impacts on 

the transport sector. Miles driven for example. EPA doing some work, a lot of others 

are too. Will share how they are looking at it as well as what others are doing. 

 

Pat Childers: We know several EPA regional offices are taking into consideration, 

some very aggressively. Seen a lot of data sources to help get at this question; 

national data tells different stories than local. If we have sources specific to Tribes, 

they are interested in looking further.  

 

Sarah Dunham: Want to engage on topics of interest to NTAA.  

 

R1 Primary Rep: Would like to visit the facility again if ever back to normalcy.  

 

Sarah: Lab facilities well worth the trip, as soon as safe. 
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NTAA Project Director: NTAA’s MSWG did a great job in building interest in 

Mobile Sources (MS) issues, R6 Primary Rep led. Engaging with OTAQ on rules. 

Great partnership. 

 

R9 Primary Rep: List for EC to provide input? 

 

Sarah: Thought it would be helpful to compile a list of ideas. Jessie Mroz working 

on that, will share to review and comment on. 

 

R9 Primary Rep: Ann Arbor facility on top of wish list! 

1:45 pm – 2:30 pm ET 

A. Meeting with ORIA: Andrea Cherepy, ORIA Director with Dave Rowson, Nate 

McMichael, Secody Hubbard, Hayden Harde and Farshid Farsi 

B. ORIA Updates provided by Andrea Cherepy 

i. TAMS New Hire: Hayden Harde is the TAMS new Co-Director. Excited to 

introduce Hayden to Tribal partners. He has been with EPA for 13 years. Prior was a 

Human Health Commission Officer, moved to CO River Indian Tribes. Very 

familiar with the reservation. Looking forward to working with Tribal Nationals 

again and supporting the air programs.  

Farshid Farsi also joined the call.  

ii. Radon Grants for Tribes:  

Radon is an important issue for Tribes because there is an unaddressed issue in the 

country. Risk reduction through State Indoor Radon Grant (SIRG). FY2020 congress 

addressed EPA to maintain this program, 7.89 million dollars. SIRG is limited and 

has not increased since the 1990’s. Congress does appropriate funding for this; 

however, cannot be used for direct mitigation of homes. Mandated grants are 

difficult for Tribes and modifying it can be difficult.  

 

NTAA is a respected voice in these issues when it comes to radon grants for Tribes. 

Congressional action can increase the funding amount. National Indoor Strategy 

Meeting in October to consider radon grant funding as helpful. Empower EPA 

regional offices to work with Tribal grantees, develop work plans, and work on 

progress. Can combine SIRG with other grant funding in some cases including the 

General Assistance Program (GAP) funding. Regions are working with Tribal 

grantees to build capacities. SIRG is a zero-sum gain program which is important to 

know. The R5 radon program also held stakeholder meetings was successful. Great 

example of partnership. There are two Tribal Fact sheets one for Tribes and another 

for regional best practices that will be helpful.  
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Annual SIRG Activities Report to address radon is highlighted to the public, EPA 

leadership and congressional staff. Ask NTAA consider ways to continue to report 

on this work. Also consider bookmarking SIRG resources website.  

It is important that NTAA is a member of the National Radon Action Workgroup.  

R5 Primary Rep: Is EPA doing any future tracking of Tribal SIRG grants? To move 

forward to must know the history and there are more SIRG grants this year than 

previously. 6 or so across the nation. R1 has a unique situation, so does R7.  

David Rowson: We will continue to track the grants. Online resource used to provide 

historical information about grants to states. If we need more assistance in 

deciphering that they can help. Second thing is the specific conversations with the 

regions is a continuing process with more emphasis since they have been engaged 

with the EC. They have: 1) encourage efforts to reach out to Tribes to equip them to 

know of the grants availability and apply to that, 2) encourages them to try to look at 

the grant interests that come in across the region. Avoiding possibility about ‘zero 

sum gain’ encourages each region to look at it as fresh and holistically and new each 

year. NTAA has more of a direct voice to congress on that.  

R5 Primary Rep: We understand and comprehend that issue. Conference of 

Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD) E25 committee on radon has 

solicited their own mini grants to spread the wealth. Two Tribes applied that were 

nor previously SIRG funded. There could be a few more Tribes out there at least 60 

that have a radon interest. 

David Rowson: Aware that any finding is helpful but those are about ~$5000 each 

and support CRCPD’s actions. If Congress moved to make grants more helpful at a 

programmatic level to Tribes and States, we would be in support. Do not know about 

funding with upcoming administrations.  

R1 Primary Rep: Make someone in our Tribal communities to be certified as a rider 

for different Tribes to collaborate. Thirty-five Tribes to have multiple 8-10, 5 riders 

to go around and show how to use this caliber device on a reservation. Utilize 

collaboration and reduce funding to test for places that might need it. Match 

requirement is also extremely important. Pushing for regions and states local 

municipalities to have a waiver of match requirements for the SIRG.  

David Rowson: Pursue policy that is put in place to allow regional mins to give a 

waiver to the match requirement. Not able to make that happen. Alternatively, is to 

look for ways to partner grants rather than undo radon match level. There are 

guidelines for what can be offered, not strictly a dollar contribution. Some 

boundaries around that. The Region's SIRG coordinator can help with that. New 

state program radon grant guidelines recently issued also outline info regarding how 

the match can be met which is on the website. Will send a follow up note to NTAA 

Project Director.  
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R2 Primary Rep: Talking to R5 Primary Rep about the SIRG and in 2021 they 

finally got it! But it has taken a lot and rolled it onto their Performance Partnership 

Grants (PPG). Would encourage more outreach because a lot of people do not know 

about it. It is explicitly written that a portion is designated for Tribes. Other people 

need to know that they can roll it into PPG’s. Promote whether a Tribe is in a high or 

low area but because of climate change, things are always changing. Testing of 

homes is 3-5 years to test for radon. Maybe the Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) group can 

do that.  

Pat: Work with Tribal Air Monitoring Support (TAMS) group to make sure it is 

present in the training that Mansel Nelson gives. R2 always was given more Tribal 

funding in general. They did their best to try and meet your needs. 

R1 Primary Rep: R5 Primary and Alternate Reps know that if there is money they 

are going to find it and use it.  

David: If you do move into trying to do outreach to Tribes about the availability of 

SIRG funding/resources/assets, if you need support from ORIA they can provide 

that. It is a good idea. 

R9 Primary Rep: Thank you all! 

2:45 pm – 3:15 pm ET 

A. Call with OAP’s Chris Grundler, OAP Director with Erica Bollerud, Rick Haebuber, and 

Liz  

 

B. OAP Update 

i. Chris Grundler: Update on their work. Major challenges due to COVID for Tribal 

Nations. Also dealing with racial injustice issues, climate issues, etc. Held several 

listening sessions and inventory of how they are trying to address opportunities for 

change. Changing how they do their recruiting to identify broader candidates from 

folks with different socio-economic backgrounds. Welcome perspectives if we have 

those similar questions and with the Tribes we represent.  

 

Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET) Update: Chris Grundler is 

concerned about the budget and its ability to be sustainable. Does not have much 

info yet.  

 

Richard Haebuber: Impact of COVID-19 on CASTNET, has remained fully 

functional during the pandemic. The Cherokee nation site was shut down. Replaced 

damage equipment on June 1st so it is up and running now. Supports 30 sites across 

the nation. Calibration and lawsuits have been postponed at Nez Pierce and other 

sites. Local site operatives have been available. CASTNET and NEDP sites have 

modified schedules to allow for social distancing. Expect data to keep coming.  
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Chris Grundler: EPA sponsored CASTNET sites funding in the National 

Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP). Will continue to work to increase these 

budgets, Does not see much prospect for that, but they are dedicated to the 

relationship with NTAA. Emphasize commitment to overall monitoring programs 

and organizations and increase monitoring capacity on Tribal nations. Partnered with 

5 more Tribes recently. Established quarterly calls to establish regular 

communication with Tribal sites. Hope the calls are productive and useful. Let them 

know how they can improve the communications and collaboration efforts. Back in 

Feb there were communication issues with the NEDP. Has since thought 

communication has improved.  

 

Policy update: Rulemaking responsive to court remand of the Cross-State Air 

Pollution Rule (CSAPR) update in the Wisconsin and good neighbor obligations. 

Court ordered deadline is March 15, 2021 working on a proposal and want to get that 

out ASAP. Will send consultation efforts.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: Work in February really paid off. Everything just got finalized 

yesterday. 

 

R6 Primary Rep: Will there be any hopes in continuing CASTNET?  

 

Richard Haebuber: We fully hope and expect to keep CASTNET around. NADP is 

funded out of CASTNET and will continue EPA. Will figure out how to tighten the 

belt.  

 

Presentation: Kong Chiu on Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP) Tribal 

Lands Background: https://www.epa.gov/ghgreporting  

Level Information on Greenhouse Gases Tool (FLIGHT) tool is used to search for 

facilities on Tribal lands. This year they are incorporating new outside data. Look at 

the Fact Sheets. 

 

ii. Open Discussion: None 

3:15 pm – 4:00 pm ET 

A. Call with OEJ’s Matt Tejada and Danny Gogal 

B. Update on EJ Webinars 

i. Matt Tejada: Updates on efforts to provide more capacity support with a focus on 

Tribes. To start a series of webinars on EJ for Tribes. Will be searching for new 

members of the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council (NEJAC). Over the 

winter months. They need to fill a couple slots in the Tribal and indigenous categories 

for the National EJ Advisory Council especially in the East Coast and Southwest. 

Will send that info to NTAA Project Director.  

https://www.epa.gov/ghgreporting
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R5 Primary Rep: Can you send that info the Regional Tribal Operations Committee 

(RTOC)? (Yes.) 

Matt Tejada: Will be sure to put that in their Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). 

Danny Gogal: EJ Webinars and interest in greater capacity building among Tribes. 

2014 policy on EJ to work with Tribes and Indigenous peoples. They would consider 

ways to work with Tribes. Previously held webinars for states and in the agency. But 

never fully took root. This past November one of his colleagues serves as the EJ 

TIPA who are identified in the agency as a lead to implement EJ. Pat Childers is the 

EJ Coordinator for OAR office. Pat Childers is supportive. R8 doubled down on this 

as far as webinars like what they are doing with the states. EJ Coordinators have 

taken it on as an activity for 2021. He wants to know what Tribes want to see them 

cover. Has worked with Indigenous organizations including 7th Generation and the 

Indigenous Environmental Network. Appreciates the constant engagement with 

NTAA which is one of the few organizations to do so. 

First few webinar series thoughts are dependent on how it is perceived by the public 

given COVID.  

 Ideas for first webinar likely to be held late October, not too close to the election: 

appropriate to start with the 2014 EJ policy. EPA does have a policy and not many 

people may be aware. Inform folks on what it is. Key things in there is TEK 

considerations and others. Can do more and do a better job with it. Also going to talk 

about their financial systems and technical assistance. They have 3 grant programs 

with high expectations. EJ small grants have always been available to Tribes and 

Indigenous organizations, federally recognized Tribes. Let folks know that those are 

available. They are offered on an alternate basis. Make it clear that these funds are 

available and will be announced very soon. State Env Justice Agreement Program 

grantees. November will announce the EJ small grant application.  

 Second webinar: Meaningful public engagement in decision making processes, and 

how are Tribes doing this in a way that is effective. Have indigenous representatives 

as part of the webinar to share the process of applying for the grant. Identity 1-2 

Tribes and a beneficiary. R8 will take the lead on this one.  

 Third webinar: Funding for Indigenous organizations. Never sought to target 

indigenous NGOs to inform them of this opportunity.  

 Fourth webinar: Understanding NEPA and share what they mean.  

Looking at doing every other month. Maybe even every month. Encourages 

suggested topics, email them. Meant to be a collaborative webinar series across the EJ 

spectrum.  

C. Open Discussion 

i. Matt Tejada: Our approach is not to be EPA spreading their wisdom but rather using 

their position to lift what other people are doing and learn from a peer-to-peer way. 
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Announcing grants as we speak as one by one across the country. State 

Environmental Justice Cooperative Agreement Program (SEJCA) is set to go to 

Tribes. Glad they got to modify the grant to Congress. We need extra flexibility in 

our programs for applicants such as Tribes to use. Asking congress for that to be 

lifted. Better tailors support they give to Tribes and Indigenous populations who need 

the support.  

R1 Primary Rep: We are a conduit of information. Each person here will spread the 

word to Tribes to engage. Nominates R6 Primary Rep. Was able to use wood stove 

funding to purchase furnaces. It was an example to utilize money and that might be an 

avenue to do with EJ. 

Matt Tejada: NTAA is incredibly valuable to them as a program and individually.  

R2 Primary Rep: Did receive EJ funds 12 years ago and used it as a way to get into 

the indoor air quality because it is such a big issue. IAQ is how you make it. It is your 

habit. The outcomes of everything were so much more than the $30,000 they 

received. Glad they are still around and offering that grant.  

Matt Tejada: More people come to EJ and do more IAQ work. For Tribal populations 

it is not just IAQ, it is also radon, uranium, wood burning ovens, and improving 

public health. But focus on IAQ is important. EJ grants are not super easy to apply for 

but they are looking to make them easy. They are always happy to offer training and 

assistance to help folks think through what a good project will look like. OEJ small 

grants put a programmatic priority to make sure they get funding to places where they 

do not always have the gold star proposal. Just so they can help build that capacity.  

Danny Gogal: Interesting to have a webinar that talks about NTAA and the work. Not 

as the emphasis but as an example of how we interact and share with each other 

particularly with air quality. Also, to inform folks of support with EPA and to share 

materials that are produced and can be shared with OEJ to share with other Tribes.  

NTAA Project Director: Volunteers to help set up calls with EC members to 

brainstorm ideas. Planning calls will help refine ideas on this topic. 

Danny Gogal: Also invite Pat Childers and other EJ Coordinators. Needs to have 

momentum built up in a concrete way and the connection with COVID and quality of 

indoor air. There is a lot here that we can talk about. Two things: 1) developing 

national EJ measures across the agency, not disclosed yet. Look at EJ screen and how 

that tool could be used in a more useful way to Tribes and indigenous people. 

Another webinar to include. 2) new attention within the leadership they have on 

community work. Admin Wheeler’s 50th anniversary speech on his vision if Trump 

wins the election on Community Driven Environmental programs, more attention to 

EJ of this understanding where we could do more work in this area of EJ? What can 

we advance in the next four years? He suggested to take a look at the speech by 

Wheeler.  

Matt Tejada: Carol, he and Danny followed up issues with the Kootenai Nation.  
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R9 Primary Rep: We have a challenge of communicating to Indian Country and amid 

providing outreach and communication on NTAA efforts. A struggle to get this info 

out. It is a great idea and a great way to expand our membership.  

R1 Primary Rep: “Hope for the best, prepare for the worst”. Many air qualities works 

have been orchestrated in former republican regimes. We must not just depend upon 

politics. EJ can be a strong voice for IAQ. Looking forward to further involvement 

with OEJ.  
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EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 4 

MEETING MINUTES 

October 1st, 2020 

  

NTAA Executive Committee: Primary and Alternate Representatives in Attendance 

           Region 

1 Bill Thompson X   

Region 

6 

Craig 

Kreman   

Region 

9 

Wilfred J. 

Nabahe X 

  Marvin Cling X     

 

      

 

 

Region 

2 

Angela 

Benedict X     

 

       

  Steve Smith    

Region 

7 Billie Toledo X  

Region 

10 Carol Kriebs X 

Region 

4 Scott Hansen X     

Allison 

Gienapp X    Lucas Bair X 

  Tiffany Lozada X            

 

     

Region 

8 

Randy 

Ashley X  Alaska Ann Wyatt X 

Region 

5 Brandy Toft X     

Linda Weeks 

Reddoor   

 

Maranda 

Hamme X 

  Joy Wiecks                  

 

 

NTAA Staff / Fiduciary 

Representatives 

 

Andy Bessler X 

Dara Marks Marino X 

Mariah Ashley 
X 
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NTAA Member 

Tribes    Janice Archuleta X  Larry Carmichael X 

April Hathcoat X   Joleen Thiele X  Lisa Gover X 

Camille Quickbear X   Julie Simpson X  Stephanie A. Smith X 

Georja Kriebs X   

Karen 

Schumacher X  Tylo Kennedy X 

Jane Kahkonen X   Kurt Lyons X    

 

 

NTAA EC VIRTUAL MEETING – DAY 4 

Thursday, October 1st, 2020 

10 am AK / 2 pm ET 

 

Thursday, October 1, 2020 – Day 4  

1:00 pm – 2:45 pm ET 

I. Welcome and Introductions: Roll Call of NTAA EC Members and Staff. EC Quorum 

reached. 

 

J. NTAA Business 

i. Approval of membership applications:  

R10 Primary Rep: Moves to approve new associate member application. 

 

R2 Primary Rep: Seconds the motion. 

 

No objections, no abstentions. Consensus to approve new membership form.  

 

ii. Ozone NAAQS comment letter:  

R10 Primary Rep motions to approve the letter. Second by AK Primary Rep.  

 

No objections, no abstentions. Consensus to approve.   

iii. Approval of GHG Airplane template and comment letter: 
NTAA Project Director: the proposed rule is due on October 19th. Approve letter and 

we can post as a template.  

 

R10 Primary Rep motion to approve; second by R5 Primary Rep. 

 

No objections, no abstentions. Consensus to approve. 

 

iv. Early input into National Program Managers Guidance 
NTAA EC discussed the NTAA comments submitted to EPA earlier in 2020. 
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v. Daimler Consent Decree 

R9 Primary Rep: Conference calls with the California Air and Resource Board 

(CARB). Seeking Executive Committee (EC) authorization before moving forward. 

NTAA Project Director: Daimler/Mercedes Benz Clean Air Act (CAA) settlements 

with the Department of Justice (DOJ) and CARB are separate settlements. DOJ has a 

mitigation part in addition to fines that go to the general treasury. Can comment on 

consent decree by October 23rd. Mitigation action is to have Daimler buy 15 new 

diesel-powered locomotives and put them in circulation around the country. 

One idea: Have Tribes as part of mitigation action. Rather than 15 trains, spread 

money throughout the country and give to Tribes. Pilar Thomas to work on 

comments. Basically, be an objection; DOJ unlikely to do a mitigation program like 

Volkswagen (VW), worth getting on record. 

CARB: Good chance of getting mitigation funds to Tribes in tens of millions of 

dollars. CARB wants to engage with NTAA. Cannot comment on the consent decree 

because it was not approved by court. Can take early steps to engage with CARB 

and the governor's office to get rolling. 

R6 Primary Rep: Would money be limited to California? (Yes.)  

NTAA Project Director: Funds for monitoring equipment. Shannon Dilley, Senior 

Attorney and Tribal Liaison for CARB, had conversation that involves consent 

decree plus other programs of Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs) that they 

can present a menu of options; one option could be to support monitoring programs 

for Tribes. CARB is interested in having NTAA submit a SEP that could be used for 

this settlement or others down the road. It would be used by CARB in negotiations. 

We could work out a program for CA Tribes. 

Create dialogue between the governor's office and CARB for funds to go to Tribes in 

this specific consent decree. Go to Tribal liaison, introduce NTAA and EC, seek 

stronger support for CA, and Tribal set aside in consent decree. Once CARB 

finalizes, it goes to the CA legislature and CARB allocates funds. 

Need to think process through, and to talk with CA Tribes. Create a work group with 

CA Tribes? Governor’s Tribal liaison. 

R6 Primary Rep: Through MS work group? Committee? Or handle through EC? 

R9 Primary Rep: This would be an administrative load, so before commitments want 

to get consensus that this is a viable opportunity for 107 Tribes where most have no 

air monitoring. Northern portion of CA even fewer Tribes with monitoring, 

requesting directly to state for Air Quality (AQ) monitoring. State having to rely on 

federal and other state monitors.  
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R5 Primary Rep: Have NTAA facilitate; this is a California Tribe deal; they should 

be running it. Form within themselves own structure with leads and sub-leads. Like 

R5 - put forward SEPs. Would it be such a lift for NTAA to aid but let Tribes in 

California do the writing and heavy lifting of SEPs? Should be written by them for 

them with administrative help.  

R9 Primary Rep: Not suggesting we would do the writing. Defer to California Tribal 

lead through Regional Tribal Operations Committee (RTOC) and own work group. 

Provide NTAA leadership, admin support and organization. Seeking approval for 

time and efforts. Heavy lifting from them. 

R6 Primary Rep: Someone from EC participates in those discussions and any 

subgroups; have NTAA help with facilitation. On board. As Mobile Sources Work 

Group (MSWG) lead, does not have an opinion or way to help since not in 

California.  

R5 Primary Rep: Motions for task force to be formulated, for NTAA to aid under 

MSWG. R8 Primary Rep seconds 

R4 Primary Rep: Great idea, glad it is led by California Tribes. = 

No objections, no abstentions. Consensus. 

R5 Primary Rep: Great opportunity for NTAA. 

R9 Primary Rep: R6 Primary Rep suggested commenting to DOJ as well.  

R6 Primary Rep motion to approve. R1 Primary Rep second. No objections, no 

abstentions. Consensus. Craft the letter. 

K. Review of NTAA Work Plan with additional tasks and NTAA Budget Review 

i. Review budget report summary: 

NTAA Project Director: Want to still meet work plan tasks and do more by 

completing them effectively. Past few months EC created a task force to come up 

with ideas. Expecting to do National Tribal Forum (NTF) in person next year. 

 

ii. National Needs Assessment: 

NTAA Project Director: Would need to put together strong Request for Proposal 

(RFP) and see what contractors suggest. 

 

Pat Childers: Can start formulating scope needs vs. priorities vs. wants. TAMS does 

not want to delay the current product, but if this takes more than a year, they might 

be able to tie in later.  

 

R10 Primary Rep: Would like this in Status of Tribal Air Report (STAR) for next 

year.  
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R6 Primary Rep: Might take some time to do right. Year out before quality needs 

assessment. 

 

R2 Primary Rep: At least a year if not more.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: Monitoring is what TAMS does, so do not reinvent. What are we 

wanting to do? 

 

NTAA Project Director: What are the things Tribes do not bother asking for? Unmet 

needs. Qualitative measures.  

 

R2 Primary Rep: A through Z, staff needs, funding needs. Past TAMS responses not 

very much from Tribes. If you hire a contractor, call every Tribe and talk to them, 

otherwise don’t get a response.  

 

Pat Childers: Include in STAR that design is underway. Better that an A-Z be spelled 

out by us not EPA. 

 

NTAA Project Director: One idea is that the framework is NTAA provides this to 

NTC. Tribes telling other Tribes what needs are; not preparing for EPA. 

 

Pat Childers: That could help circumvent ICR requirements. Interpretation that 

cooperative agreement requires ICR for any survey. That could take months. 

 

R9 Primary Rep: Not a survey. Baseline needs assessment.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Will include this in Scope of Work with EC, get all 

approvals and move forward. 

 

iii. Treatment as a State (TAS) support for Tribes: 

1. Letters to Tribes with water TAS 

2. Informational videos, outline why important, steps, general outreach tool  

3. Individual support for Tribes to complete the process. Would need to approve 

contractor plans, outreach (could include in video), implement at Tribe’s 

request. 

 

NTAA Project Director: Get an estimate from the contractors;  

 

R5 Primary Rep: Motion to approve and to not exceed $20,000. R1 Primary Rep 

seconds and recommended to get Melinda Ronca-Battista involved. 

 

No objections, no abstentions. Consensus. 

 

iv. Monthly Brown Bag Videos for Tribes: 
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R2 Primary Rep: I was out of office March to June and would have liked to have 

known what was going on during that time. People do not have time to look at 

weekly updates and California Tribes dealing with smoke do not have time to know 

what is going on with Daimler/Chrysler. So, 3-5-minute video that say, “this is what 

is happening in various locations”. Help folks know what is going on in other places. 

If they do it monthly, each EC member could take one so not one person stuck doing 

it all the time.  

 

R5 Primary Rep: Like headline news; 3 minute news in quick snippets. Could be a 

valuable addition to the Weekly Update. Can watch a video and do something else at 

the same time. Does not need to be fancy.  

 

NTAA Project Director: Sounds like there is support, just a matter of how to 

implement. Could have EC members contribute to which points for each month. 

Make it visually appealing. 

 

R5 Primary Rep: Do not go there yet. For now, just have people using their own 

technology to shoot something, build from there, start small. 

 

R9 Primary Rep: Rollout for Daimler Chrysler would be one to do. 

 

R4 Alternate Rep: Motions to move forward. Could we use it for other uses? EPA 

wants to share info on the project she is working on. Could be used as cross over. 

 

R6 Primary Rep: Seconds the motion. 

 

v. NY Times and E&E News Subscription: 

Recommend to table this.  

 

vi. Mobile App: This was approved in the previous work plan.  

 

vii. Preparation for 2021 Virtual National Tribal Forum on Air Quality (NTFAQ): 

To provide best practices on how to help participation. Virtual is a big undertaking. 

Do prep for organizers and attendees. Can refine and improve moving forward. 

 

R2 Primary Rep: $5000 is just for prep/training not the actual conference. 

 

R5 Primary Rep: If it is just prep, then it is likely far lower than $5000. Lower the 

place holder. 

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm ET: Conference Call with NTAA Member Tribes 

A. Welcome and Roll Call: NTAA EC Members and NTAA Member Tribes. Quorum 

reached. 

 

B. Summary of NTAA EC Virtual Meeting with EPA Leadership 
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i. R9 Primary Rep: Met with the American Lung Association organizers, Laura Bender 

and Liz Mueller. As well as NACAA who provided insight on air and DC policies. 

On Tuesday met with the Office of Air and Radiation’s (OAR), Ann Austin whom 

provided Status of Tribal Air Report (STAR) recommendations/updates and reported 

a number of commitments with Peter Tsirigotis as well as threat of wildfires and the 

need for new monitoring/electronic infrastructure. On Wednesday met with the 

Office of Transportation Air Quality (OTAQ), recommended that the EPA is amid 

finalizing DERA. They are going to propose change to RFP for DERA and provide a 

Tribal waiver. This is how we influenced EPA to make that change. Hopefully more 

participation in DERA. Provided TAMs new hire updates, radon grants for Tribes 

and other IAQ partnerships. Also met with the Office of Atmospheric Programs’ 

(OAP) Director Chris Grundler and Erica Bollerud and talked on CASTNET 

updates. Met with OEJ issues/challenges in Indian Country. EJ Webinar Series. 

Today: Approved Associate Member Form, Ozone letter, and GHG letter.  

NTAA Project Director: Provided additional insight. In general, EPA office 

leadership is grateful to NTAA engagement and most consistent communication they 

have had in Indian Country.  

 OAQPS, to provide info on EPA actions coming out to NTAA to get an 

earlier heads up on proposals that will impact Tribes. What type of training 

needs there are, etc. Peter Tsirigotis is eager to set up regular meetings that are 

early and clear.  

 Regional TASs good to hear how many Tribes are getting grants and going for 

Treatment of the State, including R3 Tribes who are getting started in setting 

up air quality work. Standing ready to help them. Getting support from R1 and 

R2.  

 OTAQ and DERA: NTAA mobile source group engage in OTAQ and state 

agencies like CARB, Safe Vehicle Rule, Airplane GHG rule.  

 Met with TAMS’s new Co-Director hire, Hayden Hardie, who is working 

with Farshid Farsi to better ground this work. Radon grants—how to get that 

out to Tribes shift to Tribes who have not gotten radon grants yet and have 

applied for SIRG funding.  

 OAP—CASTNET monitoring network director seemed nervous about 

funding, we need to speak up on the value of CASTNET and the monitoring is 

understood. Remind national leadership on the importance of that.  

 OEJ—Two vacancies on National Environmental Justice Advisory Council 

(NEJAC), for folks looking to engage more on a national level. OEJ is also 

implementing a webinar series with Tribes on topics related to EJ. Resources 

on funding, etc.  

 Daimler Mercedes Benz—cheating on diesel emissions. Mitigation is 

restricted to changing 15 locomotives. Looking to comment to mitigate 

pollution in accordance with the CAA. Going to work with California to work 

on this specifically.  

R1 Primary Rep: “Air Equality” coined by R10 Primary Rep. 
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NTAA Project Director: National Association of Clean Air Agencies (NACAA) 

wondering how to do their work more equitably. Meeting is on October 18th, 

looking to revise their mission. More opportunities for NTAA to engage with them 

after that. 

Julie Simpson: Curious about CASTNET funding.  

Pat Childers: Chris Grundler is new leadership, he’s raising concern about that but 

don’t be terrified at this point. Raise voices to raise funding. Concern at this time 

shows the importance of ongoing CASTNET discussions which are quarterly. 

Working with OAR to make sure everything stays protected. 

NTAA Project Director: Reminder that the National deposition program comes out 

of CASTNET funding. Today is the deadline for Ozone NAAQS review. Template 

letter available on the website. Tomorrow Airplanes GHG template will also be 

available.  

 At end of the month, October 29th NTAA/EPA Policy call. Updates on CARB, 

NACAA, other orgs, etc. Today is also the start of Year 2 of our grant. NTAA 

runs on a 3-year funding cycle. COVID put a halt to funding for 

transportation, events, but excited to move forward with mobile app.  

 Needs Assessment, EC approved work to do a national baseline needs 

assessment for Tribal air quality. Looking at unmet needs with Tribal air 

quality support that are off the radar? Coming up with questions the next 

couple of months and taking RFP’s.  

C. Updates on NTAA work and NTAA work groups: 

i. Indoor Air Quality  

NTAA Project Director: Just finished up with a webinar series, helping Tribes 

deal with opening of Tribal buildings in a COVID era. Is COVID aerosolized if 

so, ventilations are a big concern for folks. Had great presenters on how to learn 

about certain ventilation requirements and what resources are available. Next IAQ 

meeting is October 15th at 2pm ET. Tribal listserv available for folks on radon 

grants will be discussed. 

 

ii. Mobile Sources 

R6 Primary Rep: Celebrated one year in June. Attendance is steady, a lot of 

interest around VW settlement and has broadened since then. GHG proposal is 

due on October 15th.  Any day Tribes may receive funding for 3rd year VW 

funding. Good news from EPA on DERA Tribal waiver, been brought to the work 

group. Looking forward to bringing these issues to the work group and looking to 

the future to provide good things for Tribal environments. October 8th, 1pm CT 

Tribal Consultation Self Governance plan will talk on E15 and gas rule. 

 

iii. Wood Smoke 

R7 Primary Rep: NTAA collaborated with Home and Hearth and BBQ Patio 

Association—stoves to home initiatives. Nonprofits distributed 17 stoves to 

Tribes (September update). Proposed amendment shortly after was put on halt due 
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to COVID. New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) has not been finalized but 

continues to follow that. Tossing idea on a White Paper, has not outlined that yet. 

NTAA’s Program Coordinator is co-lead for this project. 

 

NTAA Project Director:  

NSPS: EPA internal discussions on release of final rule. NTAA commented that 

the donation program should be formalized. Should not just be giving more 

retailers more time. Third option would be for retailers to donate these to Tribes 

to get a tax break. Oddly, we have not heard much after that. EPA and State and 

local, Tribal agencies hosting monthly residential wood smoke calls. Next call is 

Tuesday, November 24th. 

 

D. NTAA Member Tribe Feedback 

i. Lisa Gover: Interested in CASTNET and hopes that it is not going to be defunded 

soon. Wondering if NTAA has extra info on why that might be. Trying to get a 

CASTNET site at Campo, which is near the Mexico border. Would be a great 

place to put a monitoring site.  

 

Pat Childers: Chris Grundler is new to their management; he prepares well for 

future outcomes. CASTNET is a program we support and value. Knows just 

enough that funding has just signed continuing resolution would be dependent on 

after the election. Quarterly call coming up, not sure date yet. Folks can join, 

reach out to him. Chris is being cautious due to certain funding issues. Look 

forward to talking to folks interested in CASTNET and hopefully grow the 

program.  

 

R9 Primary Rep: The likes of funding have always been a debate, unfortunately. 

EPA asking for feedback October 9th. 

 

NTAA Project Director: Thanks everyone for their membership. Another thing 

we are working on is providing memberships for associate members, just finalized 

new associate member forms. Will post on the website. Urges folks to help build 

up membership.  

 

No further comments from Members. 

 

E. Adjourn  

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm: Tribal Caucus for NTAA EC Members 

 

A. Vote for NTAA Chair and Secretary: Vote was made for Carol Kriebs as new Chair and 

Craig Kreman and new Secretary. Seats will be made on December 22, 2020.  

NTAA Secretary approves 12/19/2020  

           Carol Kriebs 

 


